We incorporate shocks to the efficiency with which firms learn from production activity and accumulate knowledge into an otherwise standard real DSGE model with imperfect competition. Using real aggregate data and Bayesian inference techniques, we find that learning efficiency shocks are an important source of observed variation in the growth rate of aggregate output, investment, consumption and especially hours worked in post-war US data. The estimated shock processes suggest much less exogenous variation in preferences and total factor productivity are needed by our model to account for the joint dynamics of consumption and hours. This occurs because learning efficiency shocks induce shifts in labour demand uncorrelated with current TFP, a role usually played by preference shocks. At the same time, knowledge capital acts like an endogenous source of productivity variation in the model. Measures of model fit prefer the specification with learning efficiency shocks. Independent evidence on learning efficiency shocks are provided using sign-restriction based structural vector auto-regressions.
Introduction
It is well known that there are vast differences in the productivity of organizations within industries and even among production units within the same organization. These differences come about from the way in which observable inputs are combined together with existing technology to produce output. Prescott and Visscher (1980) think of this as an accumulated, unmeasured form of capital which they call "organizational capital".
1 Others have referred to it as "knowledge capital", a term that we will use in this paper.
2 Organizational or knowledge capital is an umbrella term that captures many diverse phenomena including a work culture that induces extra unobserved effort or motivation from employees or a culture that recognizes mistakes and quickly moves to remedy them. It also includes firm level knowledge regarding how best to deploy workers to tasks, or how best to use teams within the organization -details which are lost in the homogeneous worker environment typically found in aggregate macro models designed to explain aggregate data.
Work on organizational capital is related to measurement of the sources of productivity increases within organizations. For example, since the work of Arrow (1962) and Rosen (1972) , economists have also collected evidence that productivity increases with experience, a process that is called "learning-by-doing" (see Bahk and Gort (1993) and Benkard (2000) for some evidence and references to a vast literature). Rather than focusing on any particular way in which firms create productivity enhancing knowledge in-house (by experimenting with the production process or through learning as a by-product of experience with production itself), several papers have studied the impact of the presence of these types of knowledge capital in explaining a number of business cycle phenomena in a dynamic general equilibrium context. For example, knowledge capital has been used to explain the propagation of business 1 Atkeson and Kehoe (2005) develop a model that allows measurement of organizational capital at the aggregate level.
2 A number of similar labels are used for this type of firm level knowledge that influences productivity: knowledge capital, intangible capital, managerial capital, organizational capital. One common distinction between these labels is whether resources have to be explicitly set aside to create the knowledge or if it can be accumulated as a by-product of productive activity. We focus on the latter class of models here.
cycle shocks (Cooper and Johri, 2002) , endogenous variations in total factor productivity (TFP) (Clarke and Johri, 2009) , as a source of sticky prices and inflation persistence in a monetary model (Johri, 2009) , as a source of co-movement domestically in response to news shocks (Gunn and Johri, 2011) and across borders in a two-country RBC model and as a source of real exchange rate persistence in Johri and Lahiri (2008) .
A common feature of these models with knowledge capital is that agent's learningfunctions are non-stochastic. The amount of new knowledge created is proportional to either the amount of labour in use or the amount of production activity. If however, knowledge capital is created by the process of experimentation with existing inputs, one might expect some variation in the results -some experiments lead to large increases in productivity and are incorporated into the internal body of knowledge while others are unsuccessful and abandoned. Even with the more traditional, deterministic learning-by-doing environment, we might argue that the learning function is concave for individual agents, so that the aggregate learning function may display variation in the amount learned from the same amount of activity in different time periods depending on the micro-level distribution of agents in terms of their location on the learning curve.
3 For example, when more agents are at an early stage of their economic projects, aggregate learning rates may be higher than times with few agents in early stages. Rather than focusing on the sources of this randomness, the goal of this paper is to incorporate randomness in the knowledge capital accumulation process and assess whether this new source of shocks helps the business cycle model to account for variations in real aggregate data. We will refer to these new disturbances to the model as learning efficiency shocks (LES).
Similar to the literature discussed above, we incorporate knowledge capital into the production technology of intermediate goods firms in a standard dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model with imperfect competition. Unlike those papers, in our model, these firms face shocks to the efficiency with which they accumulate knowledge capital. Using Bayesian inference methods and US data on the real growth rate of output, consumption and hours worked, we estimate the key parameters of the model as well as various shocks hitting the economy. Besides learning efficiency shocks, we use two other structural shocks that are often used in the business cycle literature: stationary TFP shocks and preference shocks. A large amount of robustness exercises follow our initial results including the addition of aggregate investment and investment specific technological shocks to the estimation procedure.
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We find that learning efficiency shocks are an important source of observed fluctuations in the real variables of interest. Our variance decomposition results show that they explain over 40 percent of the observed variance in consumption growth and upto 60 percent of the variance in hours even in the presence of preference shocks. Compared to an estimated standard DSGE model with imperfect competition without knowledge capital and even to a model with knowledge capital but without learning efficiency shocks, our proposed model (with both knowledge capital and learning efficiency shocks) delivers better results as captured by the log-data-density values (marginal likelihood). Impulse responses of our model to learning efficiency shocks help to uncover the mechanism by which these shocks work and why they explain movements in hours and consumption. Shocks to learning efficiency create shifts in labour demand which are not driven by contemporaneous changes in TFP. As is well known, business cycle models typically have a hard time explaining the joint dynamics of consumption, productivity and hours. A common solution to this problem has been the introduction of exogenous shifts in preferences. The endogenous movements in labour demand introduced by learning efficiency shocks create a wedge between current productivity and hours worked, thus necessitating less exogenous shifts in labour supply through prefer-4 We prefer to work with a small scale model with two or three real variables in order to isolate the impact of the novel learning efficiency shocks without confounding interactions with other frictions and shocks found in the typical new keynesian model as in Christiano et al. (2005) and Smets and Wouters (2007) . Later, as part of robustness exercises, we add more variables, frictions and shocks but confine attention to real variables.
ence shocks in order to capture the variation seen in the data. We find that the estimated variance (at the mode) of preference shocks falls by 33.33 % as we go from the no knowledge capital model to the model with learning efficiency shocks. The estimates also imply that the TFP process is much less persistent than suggested by the model without knowledge capital.
This in turn implies less volatility in the level of estimated TFP which falls by 99.69 % as we move from the model without knowledge capital to the model with learning efficiency shocks. The remaining variance of TFP is still able to account for about 7% to 15% of the variation (depending on the horizon) in the growth rate of hours worked due to the internal propagation built in the model. Extensive robustness analysis leaves these conclusions relatively unchanged. With non-stationary technology shocks, instead of stationary, the learning efficiency shocks explains almost 80% of the variation in output and 57% of hours. We tried different sample periods, different definitions of consumption and different specifications of the preference shock with similar results. Next, we introduced habit formation in consumption and found that this typical feature of DSGE models enhanced significantly the ability of the learning efficiency shock to account for the movement of output, consumption and hours as compared to the previous results. A smaller improvement occurred in the presence of flow investment adjustment costs. The introduction of investment growth as an observable and investment specific technology shocks shows that learning efficiency shocks account for most of the variance in investment. We complement our empirical work using Bayesian DSGE models with structural vector auto-regression models where the learning efficiency shock is identified using sign-restrictions. Interestingly, the empirical impulse responses to identified learning efficiency shocks display the same gradual rise in output and hours that characterize the model based responses.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2, presents the model and defines the equilibrium. In Section 3, we discuss our empirical results. In Section 4, we identify the Learning Efficiency Shocks using sign-restricted VARs. Section 5 concludes.
The model economy consists of a representative household and a representative final good producer for notational simplicity. In addition, there is a continuum of intermediate goods producers operating in a Dixit-Stiglitz style market with imperfect competition.
Household's Problem
The representative household is endowed with a unit of time each period which is allocated to leisure and work. Substituting out leisure from the problem, the household maximizes its expected discounted life-time utility from consumption, C t , and labour supply, N t :
where E 0 is the conditional expectations operator, β ∈ (0, 1) is the household's subjective discount factor, and U (C t , N t ) has various functional forms outlined in Table 1 later.
In each period, the representative household supplies labour at a wage rate, w t , and it receives an equity payout Π t for each unit of its outstanding holdings of intermediate firm equity S t . Anticipating a symmetric equilibrium in which all firms behave the same, we suppress notation for individual firms' equity and dividend payouts. The household allocates its current income between consumption and total equity. It's sequence of budget constraints is given by
where p t is the price of equity.
The household's problem is to choose contingent sequences, {C t , N t , S t+1 } to maximize the objective function (1) subject to the budget constraint (2). The first order conditions of this problem are:
where λ t is the Lagrange multiplier on constraint (2), U n,t is the marginal disutility from labour, and U c,t is the marginal utility of consumption.
Final Good Producer
In order to economize notation we will assume that there is a single representative final good producer who nonetheless behaves competitively. 
The objective of the final-good producer is to maximize its profits by choosing the quan-
subject to (6) where q t (i) is the relative price charged by the i th intermediate good producer. Profit maximization implies the following input demand functions: 
Intermediate Good Producers
There is a continuum of intermediate good producers indexed by i ∈ [0, 1]. Firm i produces the differentiated good i using a constant returns to scale technology which uses labour N t (i), physical capital, K t (i) and knowledge capital Z t (i) as inputs:
We provide results for both stationary and non-stationary technology shocks therefore both are represented here. In the production technology above, A t represents a stationary technology shock. Expressed in log deviations from steady state, it follows a first-order autoregressive process with an iid innovation:
X t is labor-augmenting technological progress. Its stochastic growth rate is (g t = ∆logX t ) which follows a stationary AR(1) process
The intermediate good producer accumulates both physical capital and knowledge capital. Its physical capital evolves according to
where δ is the depreciation rate of physical capital and I t refers to investment. Function Φ represents investment adjustment costs (IAC) as in business cycle literature where Φ = Φ = 0 and Φ" > 0 in steady state. We will present results first without and later with investment adjustment costs. Knowledge capital accumulates according to
Equation (13) is interpreted as the firm combining its existing knowledge and hours of work to produce more knowledge. The parameter γ ∈ (0, 1) governs the relative contribution of past knowledge to current learning.
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As discussed in the introduction, the shock B t in equation (13) captures the inherent randomness associated with a firm's ability to create knowledge capital. It follows a firstorder autoregressive process with an iid innovation
Each firm issues one unit of equity on which it pays dividends every period. Defining dividends of the firm i in every period as
where χ t is investment specific technological progress which follows an AR(1) process:
5 The Cobb-Douglas form of the accumulation for knowledge capital is quite standard in the literature: see Gunn and Johri (2011), Cooper and Johri (2002) etc. It serves many purposes. It may be seen as either a production function for knowledge or as a log-linear accumulation equation for knowledge. Depending on the interpretation, γ can be seen as the share of past knowledge in future knowledge creation or as the retention rate (1 minus the depreciation rate) of knowledge. Clarke (2006) shows that linear and log linear accumulation equations give very similar results in the context of linearized dynamic general equilibrium models. Early work on estimating these types of learning functions in a number of industries show that knowledge depreciation is an important characteristic of the data.
The firm must choose contingency plans for {q t (i),
to maximize the present value of real dividends:
subject to (8), (9), (12), (13) is the endogenous discount factor for firm i. The first order conditions are given by:
where λ (8), (9), (12), (13), respectively. Equation (18) implies that an intermediate-good producer chooses its relative price for its differentiated goods as a constant mark-up over the real marginal cost. Equation (19) reflects the standard calculus facing firms that accumulate physical capital. Similarly, equation (22) is the typical first order condition for investment and reflects the costs and benefits associated with convex adjustment costs.
The impact of the presence of knowledge capital in the firm's problem is seen in equation (20) where the second term on the right side of the equation reflects the contribution of hiring an additional unit of labour to future knowledge capital. It implies that the price of labour is higher than the value of the extra output currently produced by the firm as would be the case in a standard model with imperfect competition. This "extra" labour hired by the firm may be seen as a form of investment in knowledge capital since the wage bill is not covered by the current revenues generated from selling the extra output produced by labour.
Equation (21) equates the marginal value of an extra unit of knowledge capital to the benefit that comes not only from the extra production of the final good made possible but also from the additional knowledge capital that can be produced in the future since it is an input in both the creation of goods as well as new knowledge capital.
Equilibrium
Equilibrium in this model is a sequence of allocations for the household:
allocations for intermediate goods producers:
, allocations for the final goods producer:
together with
that satisfy:
• Given prices, the allocations of the household solve the household problem.
• Given prices, the allocations of the final goods-producer solve the final goods producer problem.
• Given all prices except for own price, the allocations of the intermediate goods producers solve the intermediate goods producer problem. Own price is chosen to maximize expected discounted dividends.
• The market for input factors and for final goods clear.
• The market-clearing condition in the share market requires that S t = 1 and hence, consumption at period t, C t , equals all the income earned in period t.
• Since all the output produced, is either invested or given as dividends to household, then the resource constraint is satisfied:
• The market-clearing condition for labour requires that the total demand for labour from firms is equal to the amount supplied by the representative household:
Moreover, we normalize the price of the final good to one and assume a symmetric equilibrium. That is, all intermediate good producers are identical. They face identical sequences
, start out with identical quantities of K 0 and Z 0 , charge the same relative price, and produce the same quantity of intermediate output.
Therefore,
and the relative price q t = 1 for all firms. Also,
The No Knowledge Capital (No-KC) Model
This model is very similar to the baseline (which has both KC and LES). It has the same household problem and final good producer's problem. However, the intermediate good producers do not have the ability to produce or accumulate knowledge capital. Thus, knowledge capital, Z t , does not appear in the production technology of the intermediate good producers
and there is no accumulation equation for it. The production technology of the intermediate good producers under this case is given by
where variables and parameters have the same interpretation as before. Since this problem is a special case of the previous one and well understood, we skip the first order conditions and any discussion of the model.
Empirical Results
The model is detrended using standard techniques which involve dividing all growing variables by the level of productivity in the previous period. We use Bayesian methods to infer model parameters, estimate shocks and obtain measures of model fit with the data. We begin by describing the data used in our study, we then discuss which priors are used and which parameters are calibrated. Next we report our posterior estimates for parameters as well as discuss how well each model performs. Robustness is shown in the following sub section.
Data
We begin our analysis with quarterly observations on three key macroeconomic variables for the United States: the aggregate growth rates of real GDP, real consumption, and hours worked. The data sample is taken from the Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis' FRED database and it covers the period 1947QI to 2014QII. In particular, we use "Real Gross Domestic Product", "Real Personal Consumption Expenditures" and "Nonfarm Business Table 1 presents all the various specifications of preferences used in our initial analysis as well as the robustness section. We begin our analysis with the log-linear form of preferences.
Calibration and Priors Specification
As is common in the empirical DSGE literature, we keep a number of parameters fixed in our estimation. Smets and Wouters (2003) point out that some of the parameters are directly related to the steady state values of state variables and can be estimated from the means of observable variables. Since we are using demeaned observable variables then the estimation cannot pin down these parameters. We calibrate the discount factor β to be 0.99, so that our models imply an annual steady-state real interest rate of 4%. The depreciation rate on physical capital, δ, is set to 0.020, which implies an annual rate of depreciation of 8%.
The parameter η is set to 0.95, which implies a 5% mark-up over the real marginal cost of intermediate good i producer. We calibrate the leisure preference parameter, ψ, to 2.39, so that the model yields a steady-state fraction of hours worked of 0.30. A summary of our calibration is presented in Table 2 .
The first three columns of Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 6 contain our assumptions regarding the prior distribution of the remaining parameters of each of the four initial model variants that we estimate: the No-KC model, the KC model, and the KC model with learning efficiency Log-Linear (Shock on consumption)
Log-Linear with Habit (Shock on consumption)
Here θ t is a preference shock and ψ is a parameter governing the weight of leisure in the period utility. The preference shock expressed in log deviations from steady state follows a standard AR(1) process with iid innovations: 
Posterior Estimates
Tables 3, 4,5 and 6 also present details of the parameter estimates such as the estimated posterior mode, approximate standard error, the 10 th , 50 th , 90 th percentiles of the posterior distribution, and the posterior mean of the parameters. Our estimation is based on two separate chains of 300,000 draws that were sufficient to yield convergence of the MetropolisHastings sampling algorithm. We also tried larger samples with virtually no changes in results. Our posterior distributions are based on the growth rate of real consumption and hours worked for the first three models. Since the third model has an additional shock we also carry out a fourth exercise with the addition of the growth rate of real GDP as an additional observable variable. 7 In contrast to us, Smets and Wouters (2007) use a prior standard error of 2 rather than infinity for all shock processes. We checked the robustness to this choice by estimating the KC model with learning efficiency shock and three observable variables with using the prior standard error of 2 for all three shocks. Changes relative to our results reported in Table 6 were negligible and can be found in the appendix in Table A1 .
Our posterior results show that knowledge capital plays an important role in the production of output. The estimated mode for the knowledge capital share, ε, in the model without learning efficiency shocks is .24 which is close to earlier estimates in the literature such as the value of .26 estimated by Cooper and Johri (2002) and .24 by Johri and Letendre (2007) using very different methodologies from each other and from that of our paper. 
Any shock in the economy that affects the value of knowledge capital in period t causes firms to respond in a forward looking way when choosing the labour input as if the labour demand had shifted. In addition to this effect present in previous knowledge capital models, a shock to learning efficiency creates an additional direct desire for the firm to modify the amount of labour used and therefore the learning efficiency shock acts like a direct shift in labour demand. The impact of learning efficiency shocks can be seen in Figure 1 , which displays a 1% increase in B t starting from steady state. Firms and workers both realize that this is a time when knowledge capital will be relatively easy to accumulate and immediately anticipate a rise in future knowledge capital. Since knowledge capital is an input in production, they also anticipate a large rise in output which unleashes a wealth effect leading to an immediate rise in consumption. The immediate impact on hours is very small due to the offsetting forces unleashed by the learning efficiency shock. On the one hand, demand for labour is high since labour is an input in knowledge accumulation and therefore its marginal efficiency is high while the shock is in effect. On the other hand, the wealth effect implies workers want to consume more leisure. In the impact period, these two effects almost cancel each other out, leading to a small rise in hours. As knowledge capital rises over time, this pulls up hours worked slowly, leading to a delayed and gradually rising response of hours to the learning efficiency shock. Output, in turn, barely responds in the impact period since none of the inputs have moved much from steady state levels. Over time, the additional labour as well as the higher learning efficiency unleashed by the shock both result in additional knowledge capital accumulation by the firm which raises the marginal product of other inputs inducing increases in output which also displays a slowly rising response. Investment must fall on impact to accommodate the sudden rise in consumption but then rises above steady state levels as output expands. From the firm's perspective, there are two capital stocks that contribute to production: physical capital and knowledge capital. A positive learning efficiency shock means that knowledge capital is easier to accumulate than physical capital which is accumulated by diverting output which has not received a productivity
shock. This leads the firm to re-optimize the relative accumulation of the two stocks in the impact period. As knowledge capital and hours rise over time, this raises the marginal productivity of physical capital as well and justifies the eventual rise in investment.
The impact effect of the learning efficiency shock on wages is also worth noting. As explained above, the shock acts as a shift factor in labour demand, leading to a sharp rise in wages without being accompanied by a rise in hours. This response pattern in the labour market is very important for breaking the tight correlation between wages and hours found in many business cycle models and as would be seen in response to TFP shocks in the models in this paper. This decoupling of the response of hours and wages helps to reduce the model's reliance on preference shocks to act as a shift factor in the labour market. In Figure 1 we also plot the response of a naively constructed Solow residual (sr) measured as sr t = y t − αn t − (1 − α)k t where all lower case variables are in logs. A statistician, unaware of the presence of knowledge capital in firm production functions, would observe a rise in the Solow residual and infer the presence of a TFP shock where there was none. Anticipating our structural VAR work in the next section, we will use sign restrictions on investment in order to identify the learning efficiency shock in the data and rely on the slow response of hours and output to this identified shock to validate the model responses with their empirical counterparts.
As shown in Figures A1 and A2 in the appendix, both the stationary TFP shock and the preference shock imply very different responses. Preference shocks imply a large rise in output and hours on impact along with a prolonged fall in investment while TFP shocks also imply a large immediate rise in output and hours as well as in investment. Neither shock produced the gradual response with a delayed peak created by learning efficiency shocks both in our model as well as identified in the data in the next section. We note that learning efficiency shocks also create movement in the shadow price of knowledge capital as well as additional knowledge capital accumulation. Movements in N t , λ Z t and Z t also create an endogenous movement in J t on impact, even though neither the TFP shock nor the preference shock directly affect it. This implies that the presence of knowledge capital induces endogenous shifts in labour demand which help propagate both of these shocks. These effects also help the model with knowledge capital fit the dynamics of the aggregate data which is discussed next. Obviously the naive Solow residual also responds to these movements in knowledge capital.
Model fit
Following the literature, we report model fit using the log data density. These results are reported in Table 7 . Starting with the two models without learning efficiency shocks estimated using the growth rate of consumption and hours, we find that the introduction of knowledge 
The importance of learning efficiency shocks
In order to show that learning efficiency shocks are an important source of observed business cycle fluctuations we compute the posterior variance decomposition (the contribution of each shock to the unconditional variance of the observable variables). Tables 8, 9 , and 10 present the posterior variance decomposition (at various horizons) for the No-KC, KC, and KC with learning efficiency shock (LES) models, respectively. Bayesian estimation requires that the number of shocks must equal or exceed the number of observable variables used in the estimation. Since we have only two shocks in the No-KC and KC models, and three shocks in KC with LES model, then we are restricted to use at most two observable variables in the former two cases and no more than three observable variables in the latter case. Thus, we use the real growth rate of consumption (g c ) and hours of work (g n ) as the observable variables in the above three cases. This also allows us to have a fair comparison of the three models.
Next, we add an additional observable variable, the real growth rate of output (g y ) to the estimation of KC with LES model and call it KC with LES * specification. Our robustness section adds investment growth to this list.
In both the No-KC and the KC models, more than 95% of the observed fluctuations in g c are explained by the preference shock. Also, about two-thirds of the observed fluctuations in g n are explained by the stationary TFP shock and one-third by the preference shock. This contrasts sharply with the posterior variance decomposition associated with the knowledge capital with learning efficiency shock (KC with LES) model, Table 10 . The importance of the stationary TFP shock in explaining the movement of hours worked falls from over 60% to a maximum of 15%. Similarly, the growth rate of consumption is no longer fully explained by preference shocks: falling from almost 100% to around 50%. The gap in explanatory power of the traditional shocks is filled by the learning efficiency shock which explains up to 46.40% and 59.78% of the observed fluctuations in g c and g n , respectively. 9 Once again our earlier discussion about how learning efficiency shocks act as shift factors in the labour market is relevant for understanding these results as is the discussion regarding knowledge capital as an endogenous source of productivity variation.
Robustness Checks
Our results regarding the importance of learning efficiency shocks still hold when using g y as an additional observable variable (see Table 11 ). The presence of the growth rate of output 9 The percentage of forecast error variance at one quarter ahead frequency for the growth rate of hours that is accounted for by the learning efficiency shock is close to zero and different from all other forecast horizons. This is due to the low estimate α and high estimate of γ in this specification. Variance decomposition exercises carried out using values for these two parameters found in other estimated specifications do not display this anomalous result. resurrects a role for stationary TFP shocks in explaining consumption growth to about 25%, an increase that comes at the expense of preference shocks for the most part. The bulk of the movements in output are explained by stationary TFP shocks.
10 Given these results and the importance of learning efficiency shocks in explaining movements in hours, we carry out a parallel set of estimation exercises using g y instead of g n as an observable variable in the No-KC, KC, and KC with LES models (see Tables A2 to A8 ). These results are reported in the appendix. The main result worth highlighting is that learning efficiency shocks continue to play a large role in explaining business cycle fluctuations. As before, the log data density rises in the presence of these shocks. A comparison across the results suggest that models without knowledge capital and learning efficiency shocks have a much harder time accounting for the joint behaviour of consumption and hours than in explaining consumption and output.
In order to further test the robustness of our results, we investigate the possibility that permanent shocks to productivity may better capture the dynamics of output and hours than stationary TFP shocks. Table 12 model does a good job of predicting the overall dynamics of the investment data, producing 10 We check that estimating the model on HP filtered data as opposed to log differenced data leaves our conclusions unchanged with some variation in actual numbers. LES account for roughly 35 percent of the variation in filtered consumption and hours and more than 45 percent of the variation in output. This comes at the expense of stationary TFP shocks for the most part. Details are available from the authors. a correlation of .79, while not quite generating enough volatility. The standard deviation in the data is .049 while it is only .038 in the predicted series. Both series show the standard co-movement with output expected from business cycle model showing correlation of .78 in the data versus .74 from the model. We also generate predictions from the model for the growth rate of aggregate profits. This predicted series can be compared to aggregate US corporate profit data from NIPA. Following the definitions in NIPA, we define aggregate profits as Y t − W t N t − δK t in the model. The predicted profit series is compared to the data in Figure 6 . We find the two series show a correlation of .55. Returning to Table 12 , we also show in this table that our results are not very sensitive to using a smaller subsample that leaves out the volatile years of the great recession as well as the unstable period before 1980.
The second specification in Table 12 switches the preference shock from consumption to leisure. This has very little impact on the ability of LES shocks to account for output but causes changes in their relative ability to explain consumption and hours. As expected, preference shocks to leisure soak up 77 percent of the variation in hours since they act as exogenous shift factors to labour supply. LES shocks now explain just over 21 percent of hours and 22 percent of consumption. Interestingly the log data density (LDD) falls relative to the specification with consumption based preference shocks.
Our third specification explores the importance of linear leisure by replacing HansenRogerson type preferences with a CRRA specification for leisure. Relative to the first specification, the LDD is lower, suggesting the data favour our initial linear specification for preferences. LES shocks explain even more of the variation in hours with CRRA preferences (62 percent). Many DSGE models include habit formation in consumption. Our fourth specification labeled habit persistence shows improved ability of LES shocks to explain the behaviour of consumption (69 percent), output (92 percent) and hours (88 percent) however these stellar results come with a lower LDD.
Further robustness around the inclusion of aggregate investment as an observable, the impact of IST and investment adjustment costs can be found in Table 13 . The first two specifications, labeled KC with LES (IAC) and KC with IST (IAC) attempt to explore two questions. The first question is whether the absence of investment adjustment costs (commonly found in DSGE models) are important for our finding that LES shocks are an important source of business cycle fluctuation. We find that the presence of these adjustment costs do little to affect our results with minor variation in the variance decomposition results relative to the very first case in the previous table and only a small loss of LDD. The comparison between the model with LES and with IST shocks is also interesting because it allows us to explore whether the KC with LES shocks model truly fits the data better than the KC model with the same number of shocks. We find that this is indeed true in that the former has a LDD that is significantly higher than the KC with IST model. This latter specification also allows us a comparison point for our final specification where we add investment growth to the list of observables and therefore must add another shock, in this case an IST shock. In addition to explaining large fractions of the variance of output and hours as before, the LES shock explains 92 percent of the variation in investment. IST shocks have a diminished role relative to the previous specification, explaining around 5 percent of consumption, investment and hours and .38 percent of output. Fernald (2007) and Canova et al. (2010) discuss the impact of removing low frequency movements from the hours series.
We explore the impact of estimating the model with the level of hours as opposed to the growth rate in the last row of Table 13 and find that LES still account for roughly 30 percent of the variation in hours.
Identifying Learning Efficiency Shocks Using SignRestricted VARs
In this section, we will provide independent evidence on the presence of learning efficiency shocks in US macroeconomic data using structural vector autoregression (SVAR) models.
The sign restriction approach to SVAR models has become a popular alternative to the"zero-restrictions" based identification scheme.
11 Our identification strategy is to use a sign restriction implied by our model, namely that investment falls on impact, while consumption and hours do not fall in order to isolate the learning efficiency shock. As discussed earlier, shocks to TFP imply that all three variables should rise on impact. This difference in behaviour should help to identify learning efficiency shocks. In addition, we show that the responses of aggregate hours and output to identified learning efficiency shocks mimic the pattern produced by the model based impulse responses. Our benchmark result is contained in Figure 7 with robustness shown in Figure 8 . In Figure 7 the SVAR is based on 4 lags of investment, consumption, output and total hours of work (all variables are logged and enter the system in levels, see section 3.1 for details), while in Figure 
Conclusion
We introduce learning efficiency shocks into a DSGE model with knowledge capital. These shocks have two important effects on the model. First, they act as powerful shifters of labour demand, inducing changes in hours worked not captured by the standard calculus of the static marginal product of labour. A rise in learning efficiency implies it is a good time to learn so firms "invest" in knowledge capital by hiring more labour than is justified by the additional current output produced by these hours. The extra knowledge capital, acts as an endogenous source of future productivity increases which induce further increases in observed inputs and output. We estimate several versions of our model. The No-KC model has neither knowledge capital nor shocks to learning efficiency. The KC model incorporates knowledge capital while the KC with LES model has both. Using Bayesian inference procedures and US real aggregate data on the growth rate of consumption, hours worked, investment and output, we find evidence for the presence of knowledge capital as well as learning efficiency shocks.
Our results confirm that learning efficiency shocks are an important source of observed fluctuations in the growth rate of consumption, hours worked, investment and output. They are particularly helpful in accounting for the joint behaviour of consumption and hours, a problem that has plagued the business cycle literature from the start. Notes: Log data density is 1850.980. Two chains of 300,000 draws are generated using a Random walk Metropolis algorithm. We discard the first 100,000 draws. Note: ns-TFP, θ c , θ l , and χ are non-stationary TFP shocks, consumption shocks, leisure shocks, and IST shocks, respectively. LDD represents the log data density in each case. Note: ns-TFP, θ c , θ l , and χ are non-stationary TFP shocks, consumption shocks, leisure shocks, and IST shocks, respectively. LDD represents the log data density in each case. using the sign-restriction approach with 3 lags and K = 2. That is, the responses of the output have been unrestricted, the investment have been restricted not to be positive and the hours of work and the consumption not to be negative for quarters k; k = 0,1,2 after the shock. 
